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1. [Abraham Lincoln -Always Goes First] 1889 Photo Trade Card for “President Lincoln’s Undertaker” of Lincoln’s
New York Funeral Procession. A dramatic oversized 1889 “trade card” for Peter Relyea of Brooklyn, New York,
“Practical Undertaker - Undertaker for President Lincoln, New York, April 26th, 1865”. After Lincoln’s assassination on
April 14, 1865, his body was returned to Springfield, Illinois by a funeral train which stopped in several northern cities. It
was in New York on April 24-25 [Relyea seems to have mis-remembered the date], and on April 21 the city had put
undertaker Peter Relyea in charge of designing and building an appropriate catafalque on which the coﬃn would be
transported to and from City Hall, where it would lie in state. Relyea and 60 employees spent 3 sleepless days and nights
building the grand catafalque, which was so large that it required 16 horses to move it through the streets. The sleepless
nights were worth the trouble- Relyea was paid $9,000 and was given the ultimate accolade with which to impress clients.
This card is a photo by Charles Eisenman of a painting of the catafalque and procession by an unidentified artist, and has
Relyea’s undertaker advertisement on the back. Card. 6.5”x4.5”. Minor soil, light wear. [44298] $950

2. [Burning Man] Transactions of the New England Cremation Society. No.11. 1893.
“Containing a continuation of the historic items relating to the subject of cremation in New
England; directions to be followed in arranging for incineration; a description of the
crematorium in the Massachusetts Cremation Society; and other matters”. Softcover.
5”x7.5”, 62 pages, line illustrations. Covers with wear and some soil, rub hole. [44304] $85

3. [Christmas Circus] Thirteen 1947-48 Circus Christmas Greetings Cards, Calendars & Ephemera.
An interesting group, dated 1947 and 1948 or undated but of the same era: two Seasons Greetings one-sheet cards from
Barney Bros. Circus; folding Christmas card from Barrett Bros. Circus; one-sheet Holiday Greetings card from Barnes Bros.
Circus; Christmas/show announcement postcard from Bill Green circus; die-cut Seasons Greetings card from Toby Tyler
Circus; 1947 & 1948 single-sheet calendar cards & a Merry Christmas card from Viohl Brothers Circus; Merry Xmas
postcard from Charlie Campbell, circus enthusiast, to fellow circus enthusiasts; 1948 single-sheet 1948 Holiday Greetings
& upcoming circus Route Card from The MacInnes Family, “circus enthusiasts”; 1947 Season Pass tickets from Wm. E.
Low Circus and Walter H. Woods circus. 13 pieces, various sizes. Varied minor soil and wear. [44141] $125

4. [Clothing -Abundance of] 1906-1907 Snellenburg Clothes Men’s & Boys Fall & Winter Fashions Catalog.
A lovely little catalog of gentlemen’s & boys’ fall & winter clothing for 1906-1907. The catalog introduction warns- “As it is possible
to err quite as seriously on the side of ‘overdress’ as it is to show an ignorance of the conventionalities of correct dress in one’s
apparel, this booklet is of valuable assistance to the man who would be attired in strict accordance with the unwritten rules of good
society. The illustrations portray the accepted styles in men’s, young men’s, and boys’ clothes for this season; they also show you the
smart appearance of ‘Snellenburg Clothes’, famous the country over -the product of one of the largest and best equipped sanitary
tailor-shops in the world”. Four three-panel full-page plates illustrate Men’s Sack Suits and Cutaway Frock, Men’s Overcoat Styles,
Correct Styles for Young Men, and Smart Clothes for Boys and Juveniles. This is augmented by a “Dress Guide” text with much good,
correct advice. Softcover. 7”x5”, 15 pages, tinted full-page plates. 1-inch chunk of back cover missing at the top margin, with
discoloration on the facing page, and some very minor discoloration to the next two pages; slight moisture wrinkle at the base of the
spine. Otherwise minor wear and light soil. [44161] $50

5. [Clothing -Complete Lack of] 1920s English Naturist / Nudist Luxury Holiday Manor Brochure.
An interesting booklet promoting the “Manor House” Club, “Luxury Holiday Club for the Naturist - Naturism in perfect comfort”, at
Cliﬀord Manor, “near Newent”, Gloucestershire. The club’s amenities included bedrooms “fitted with hot and cold running water”, a
ballroom/game room, small library, and “the whole house is centrally heated which makes indoor nudism possible throughout the
year”. The club also provided a separate area for children with toys and “staﬀ available to supervise”. For guests who felt like doing
more than sunbathing, there were formal gardens to roam, a tennis court, outdoor pool, “facilities for badminton, tenniquoits and
other outdoor sports”, and a “lovely surrounding countryside provides ideal walks”. The only possible downside is this bit of bad
news for the pet-loving naturist- “We regret that we find it impossible to allow guests to bring dogs”. The less said about that the
better. Perhaps unsurprisingly the full membership rate for gentlemen was 3 guineas, but for “single ladies” it was one guinea. With- a
single sheet insert oﬀering the “Club Taxi” for those wishing to to be picked up at the train station or not to walk to town. Booklet.
8”x5”, 10 pages, black & white illustrations, plus a single sheet insert. Minor wear, light soil, folded. [44154] $125

6. [Clothing -Kilty] Highland Dress by
Paisleys. Glasgow, 1939. A colorful catalog of
Highland tartan kilts for boys and girls, men
and women, as well as accessories such as
sporrans, caps, ties, socks, and scarves.
Hardcover. 7”x9”, 32 pages, color and black &
white illustrations, plus an appendix booklet/
price list “Catalogue of Highland Costumes”.
Minor wear, light soil, pair of former owner’s
typed labels on the title page. [44272] $85

7. [Cutting Edge] American Cutlery Company - Catalog 39. Chicago, probably about 1910. An outstanding cutlery catalog,
including stag and pearl handled carving sets and other cutlery and boxed sets, ebony, wood, celluloid , hard rubber, and bone knives
and forks, kitchen tools and butchers’ steels & knives, oddities such as skinning knives, sticking knives, and cotton sampling knives,
scales & food choppers, and more. Hardcover. 12”x9.75”, 245 pages, black & white illustrations. Minor soil, light wear. [44275] $575

8. [Cutting Patterns] The National Garment Cutter Book of
Diagrams - Goldsberry & Doran. Chicago, 1893. Patterns and
instructions for cutting ladies garments, with some additional patterns
for the gentlemen, boys, and girls. Softcover. 8.5”x11.5”, 100 pages,
line cuts and patterns. Covers with some creasing and wear, spine
perished, overall minor soil and light wear. [44266] $150

9. [Cutting Classes] Five
Amusing & Dramatic 1875-1886
College Math Class Death/
Cremation Announcements.
Oh, those amusing college
students! Five highly imaginative
and dramatic celebrations of the
end of particularly odious courses
at several Ivy League colleges, done
up as funeral dinner menus,
announcements, and other deathrelated ephemera of the period,
with much Latin versifying and one
especially snarky poem about a
mathematics professor. Minor soil,
light wear. [44312] $600

10. [Enlightening] Directory of Gas Light Companies and their Oﬃcers in the United
States and Canadas. Philadelphia, Goodwin Gas Stove & Meter Co., 1886. 5th edition.
Publication began in 1873. This also includes a small advertising section of gas and gasrelated fun stuﬀ at the back. Hardcover. 4”x6.5”, 280 pages. Covers rough and worn, spine
perished, front cover detached and front endpaper missing. Contents clean. With the stamp
of the Pacific Gas Improvement Co. on the pastedown. [44277] $250
11. [Fever] 1850s-60s Yellow Fever Suﬀerers Benefit
Concert Ticket. Yellow fever was a serious threat in the
Americas throughout the 18th and 19th centuries; a
particularly virulent outbreak in Philadelphia in 1793 resulted
in the deaths of more than 9 of the population and the
national government, which was located there at the time, fled
the city. New Orleans, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York
City all experienced serious outbreaks, along with hundreds of
smaller cities and towns. It has been estimated that yellow
fever caused between 100,000 and 150,000 deaths during this
period. We have been unable to determine the city or town
where this card was issued, but the stock and printing date it
in the 1850s-1860s. Card. 3.25”x2.25”. Minor soil, light wear.
[44210] $65

12. [First to Die] May 10th 1861 Letter
Describing the Funeral Procession Home
of “the First Union Soldier Killed in the
Civil War”. A letter written on “Through
Baltimore” patriotic stationary featuring a
brightly clad Zouave lunging forward with a
bayonet. Dated Nashua, May 10th, G.H.
Stowell writes to her cousins, “Nancy, S &
B”; after spending a page going on about the
high price of bonnets she was trying to buy
for them, she turns to the new war- “There
was a company from Milford passed through
here last Monday, in which was one of Aunt
Mary’s sons in law. If you have noticed the
papers you have perhaps seen that of the
company that went from Lowell there was a
man by the name of Ladd killed at Baltimore.
He passed through here for his home in the
North part of the state in the train in which
the company from Milford went. He was
accompanied by the two men who marched
beside him. His remains were covered with a
large flag. They are organizing an artillery
company here. People are learning martial
music.”

Luther Crawford Ladd (1843-1861) was born in
Bristol, NH and in 1860 moved to Lowell,
Massachusetts to work in a machine shop. In April
1861, at age 17, he was one of the initial muster of
75,000 men who answered President’s Lincoln’s call
for volunteers, enlisting for three months in Co. D,
6th Massachusetts Militia. On April 19, 1861 while
the unit of about 240 men was marching from one
train station to another through Baltimore they were
attacked by an angry pro-Southern mob. It is recorded
by some that Luther C. Ladd was the first man to fall,
suﬀering a fractured skull and a bullet wound that
severed an artery in his thigh and proved fatal. Ladd's
body was initially buried in the Alexandria Village
Cemetery, and was then removed and buried in
Lowell. Ladd is often named as the first Union soldier
killed in action during the American Civil War (a
tragic distinction he shares wth one or two other
claimants). Baltimore mayor George W. Brown later
wrote that the Baltimore riot was the final blow that
made the Civil War inevitable- "because then was shed
the first blood in a conflict between the North and the
South; then a step was taken which made compromise
or retreat almost impossible; then passions on both
sides were aroused which could not be controlled".
Folded letter sheet, 5”x8”. Folds, minor soil, light
wear. [44299] $750

13. [Funeral Whisperer] Victorian ‘Professor of Economy
in Funerals” Business Card. An entertaining oversized
business card for P.J. Lara of Kingsland who appears to have
had his finger in many pies, but first and foremost styles
himself “Professor of Economy in Funerals”, which is
probably not a degree they confer at Oxford. He also
discusses way to stay healthy (no liquor, cold baths, drink
Flour of Sulphur water), and also sold & appraised houses
and manufactured blinds. There are several Kingslands in
England, but the Warwick Place address appears to place Mr.
Lara in London. Card. 4.5”x3”. Some soil, minor wear.
[44289] $100

14. [Hats -Well Constructed] 1880s
Protective Union Hat Company Dog &
Hat Trade Card. A handsome and
interesting trade card for “Hats - Correct
styles, low prices - Support the Union And
Buy Here”, made by the Protective Union
Hat Manufacturing Company, 419 Canal
Street (New York?). Unfortunately we can
find no sources for further information on
the Protective Union Hat Manufacturing
Company. Card. 3.5”x6”. Minor soil, light
wear. [44207] $45

15. [Hats -Deconstructed] Spring & Summer Latest
Styles in Hat & Bonnet Frames. Philadelphia, not dated,
but probably around 1910. Hundreds of hat and bonnet
frames from Bowen-Duggan Company of Philadelphia,
“Importers and jobbers of Millinery Goods”. Hat frames
were quite wonderful, the Michael’s Craft Store star before
there were any Michael’s craft stores, and the fore-runner of
today’s haut-cuisine “deconstructed lasagna”, where you
pay $39 for a plate of raw pasta strips, two fresh eggs and a
tomato. Softcover. 5”x7.5”, 29 pages, line illustrations.
Some soil, folded, light wear. [44271] $85

16. [High-Flyers] 1930s Heinkel Aircraft Director H. Ritter von
Pfistermeister Business Card. The elegant engraved personal business card
of H. Ritter von Pfistermeister, “Direktor der Ernst Heinkel Flugzeugwerke”,
with both his personal and oﬃce addresses, and telephone numbers, in Berlin.
Founded by aircraft designer Ernst Heinkel in 1922, Heinkel Flugzeugwerke
produced important civilian, military and jet aircraft through the 1930s and
WWII before switching to manufacturing scooters, bicycles and a notable
microcar after the war. Card. 3.75”x2.25”. Some soil, light wear, some period
pen notes on the back. [44138] $85

17. [Magic Oil] Victorian Stand-Up Easel Die-Cut Card for Pain Killing
‘Magic Oil’. An attractive stand-up easel display card for Renne’s Pain
Killing Magic Oil, illustrated with a pasted-on photo of immortal actress
Etelka Gerster. Renne’s ‘Magic Oil’, which was good for headache, toothache,
neuralgia, rheumatism, sore throat, sciatica, cramps, lameness, and, last but
certainly not least, cholera, had one of the great advertising slogans of all
time- “Try it. It will do you good”. Card. 3”x6”. Minor soil, small tack hole at
the top, and the easel hinge is starting to split. [44202] $25

18. [Mourning]
Handsomely Decorated
1849 Woodcut Funeral
Invitation. A woodcut
invitation to the funeral of
Mrs. Robert G. Hedrick on
July 9, 1849. The text is
bordered by a very handsome
woodcut of entwirled pine
trees, plinths and garlands.
By 1849 weeping willows
had become bit passé, but
I’ve not seen pines used this
way before. Single sheet.
6”x3.5”. Some foxing, minor
soil, light wear. [44293]
$85

19. [Mourning] Elaborate 1876 Die-CutOut Mourning Card for a 7 Year Old Boy
in Wolverhampton. A very elaborate diecutout mourning card featuring pensive
angels and lots of Neo-Gothic Archery. And
an urn. Of course there’s an urn. Card.
4.5”x3”. Minor soil. [44294] $125

20. [Mourning] 1878 Mourning Card for the 700 Passengers of the ‘Princess Alice’.
A dramatic mourning card in white and black showing willows, an angel and a wrecked
sailing ship. “In Memory of Nearly Seven Hundred Passengers Who perished by the
sinking of the Saloon Steamer, ‘Princess Alice,’ in the Thames, oﬀ Woolwich, September
3rd, 1878”. Card. 4.5”x3”. Minor soil. [44295] $250

21. [Nonsense!!] Hofstra University Student
Humor Magazine Nonsense - Pile of 12 1980s
Issues. Twelve issues of this student-published
humor magazine. The magazine’s website notes“Founded in 1983, Nonsense Humor Magazine is
based in Long Island, New York at Hofstra
University. Nonsense is Hofstra's only intentional
humor magazine, and we like to tell people that
we're the second longest running college humor
magazine in the country, but I'm pretty sure that's a
load of horseshit”. This pile consists of the following
issues: #16, October 1986. #17, November 1986.
#18, December 1986. #20, April 1987. #?, October
1987. #25, March 1988. #26, April, 1988. #27, May
1988. #28, October 1988. #29, November 1988. #30,
December 1988. #32, April 1989. Newsprint
magazines. About 8”x10”. Minor wear, light soil.
[44120] $125

22. [No Speeding in the Cemetery] 1860s Greenwood
Cemetery Carriage Admission Card. A card
providing admission to the famous Greenwood
Cemetery for “ONE CARRIAGE, with one or two horses
only, Ominbuses will not be admitted”. But wait that’s
not all- “No person will be allowed to ride in the
grounds at a rate exceeding 4 miles per hour”. So those
very popular omnibus races were right out. Card.
3.25”x2”. Some soil, minor wear. [44290] $65

23. [Not the Partridge Family] 1883 McGibeny Family Musical Sketch Group Promotional Card. An attractive promotional card
showing 13 of the 14 members of the musical McGibeny Family from Portland, Oregon. “They number fourteen in all, father, mother, and
twelve children (the youngest child not on this cut) and constitute a full band, a full orchestra and chorus, and their programme is so
diﬀerent from all others, that it has attracted thousands, and been praised everywhere, and consists of Gems of Music, in Cornet Solos
and Duets, Band and Orchestral Selections, Vocal Solos, Glees, Choruses and Laughable Sketches that cannot be described, but must be
seen to be appreciated”. James and Hanna McGibney and their fourteen children began touring America in 1875, and eventually
performed at the White House for President Hayes. They achieved enough fame and fortune to have their own custom-made Pullman car
built. Stamped for a show in an unknown city on Friday Evening, November 16, 1883. Card. 7.25”x5.5”. One-inch closed tear on the
bottom edge, minor wear, light soil. [44151] $60

24. [Not That Ballet-] 1870s Metropolitan
Theatre Vaudeville ‘St. Petersburgh Ballet’
Card. Not quite -that- St. Petersbug Ballet,
which probably did not feature “seductive
sensationalism!”, “25 saucy syrens”, or ‘Venuslike Figurantes’. This was the work of Tony
Pastor, the man who many refer to as the
"Father of Vaudeville". After starting his career
singing at P.T. Barnum's ‘Scudder's American
Museum’ Pastor branched out into songwriting
and then producing, and pioneered a type of
comedic, musical variety show that was edgy
enough for men but tame enough for women as
well- and his ticket sales soared. He sent out
touring troupes and in 1865 he opened Tony
Pastor's Opera House on the Bowery. In 1874 he
moved his operation to 585 Broadway and
opened The Metropolitan Theatre. His theaters
would pioneer "ragtime", and feature George M.
Cohan, Sophie Tucker, Lillian Russell, and
Buster Keaton. And also, apparently. ‘saucy
syrens’. Card. 4.5”x3.25”. Minor soil, slight
adhesion loss to the text side. [44206] $35

25. [Over There] Information for Travellers Landing in Japan. Yokohama, Thos. Cook & Son: January, 1913.
Absolutely everything the just-arrived gaijin visitor could possibly want to know, provided by the veteran travel & tour
agents. There are also many interesting advertisements for Japanese businesses. Softcover. 5.25”x7.5”, 88 pages, black
& white illustrations, folding map on onionskin paper. Minor soil, light wear. [44282] $125

26. [Overer There] 1880s-90s New Zealand Loan and Mercantile
Agency San Francisco Oﬃce Card. An oversized business card for
the San Francisco oﬃce of the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile
Agency. Founded in 1865, the agency had headquarters in London and
Aukland and “branches and agencies throughout Australia, New Zealand
and Fiji. The Company sells drafts, and collects bills upon the Colonies.
Receives the consignment for sale in the Colonies and London of
American produce and manufactures, executes indents for Australian
products, and acts as agent in London and the colonies for execution of
contracts and financial business”. Card. 4.5”x2.5”. Minor wear, light
soil, several smudges. [44111] $35

27. [Parlor Tricks] Illustrated
Catalogue of J.P. Erwin & Co.
Manufacturers of Parlor Suits
and Lounges. Frames in White
and Finished. Fall of 1886 and
Spring of 1887. Eastlake- and
Aesthetic- inspired later Victorian
styles. “We use moss, tow and
curled hair for upholstering, our
tow and moss is run through our
Picker before using”. Well, I would
hope so. Softcover. 9”x12”, 14
pages with line cuts, plus a folding
“Supplementary Sheet” which is
another 6 pages. Minor soil and
light wear, old institutional stamp
on the cover, bump/stab hole on
the cover goes through the catalog.
Fragile. [44265] $175

28. [Pharmacy -Questionable] 1860s Boston Physopathic
Physician & Botanic Pharmacist Card. A plain yet
quietly elegant card for William L. Dunton, M.D.,
“Physopathic Physician & Botanic Pharmacist” of Boston.
Dunton was an 1851 graduate of the Worcester Medical
Institution. Unlike well-established “botanical pharmacy”,
“physopathic medicine” appears to have been a short-lived
curiosity related to the Eclectic Movement. Card. 3.25”x2”.
Minor soil, light wear. [44211] $85

29. [Pharmacy -Really Questionable] 1935-1947 Freyberg Maine Druggist’s Narcotics Journal and Forms.
A running journal of prescriptions for narcotics and the associated forms the druggist was legally obliged to fill in, follow, have, and
read. Includes a 1947 I.R.S. letter about the sale of the pharmacy and disposal of the narcotics. Journal. 7.5”x12”, 50+ pages filled
in. Normal wear and soil. Plus a sheaf of loose documents, some soil and wear, documents curled along one edge. [44284] $175

30. [Radio -Dead] Interesting 1956 Walter
Winchell Typed & Signed Letter. Dated
November 21, 1956 on New York Mirror
stationery- “Dear Sally, I thawt Radio was
dead! I fight for Your right to be wrong. Why
don’t you fight for mine?”. Single sheet.
8.5”x11”. Folds, minor soil, light wear.
[44119] $25

31. [Radio -Live] October 1923 WBAP Texas Live Orchestra Radio Broadcast Scrapbook. On November 2, 1920 KDKA in
Pittsburgh went on the air as the first commercial radio station in the United States and on November 27, 1921 bandleader Vincent
Lopez and his orchestra began a weekly live broadcast on WJZ in Newark, New Jersey. WBAP and the Fort Worth Star Telegram began
their live weekly broadcasts of True’s True Tone Orchestra on Thursday, October 4, 1923. “WBAP began broadcasting May 2, 1922.
The station shared time with Dallas stations WFAA and WRR. It was the first station in the United States to have an audible logo
signal similar to the NBC chimes, the WBAP cowbell” [Wikipedia]. This scrapbook, which was originally a partially-printed Baby’s
First Year Scrapbook, has snapshots of the orchestra members both with and without instruments, decorative cut-outs of instruments
(saxophone, clarinet, violin, piano, trombone, trumpet), newspaper clippings from the first month of broadcasting, and numerous
letters and telegrams from listeners across the United States and Canada who had picked the broadcast up on their new radio sets. An
interesting memorial of the very early days of broadcasting live music over that new-fangled radio-thingy. Leatherette-covered
scrapbook. 9”x12”, 19 pages filled, 36 pages blank (well, with pre-printed decorations). Top of album spine damaged, otherwise minor
wear, light soil. [44115] $250

32. [Remember the Maine] 1904 Battleship
Maine Salvage Company Prospectus Booklet.
The details of an ambitious plan to sink a
coﬀerdam around the partially-submerged
battleship in Havana Harbor, pump it out, and
turn the wreck into a tourist attraction. And by
the way- there was still room for savvy investors
to buy in to this enormously profitable project!
*cough* It would not be until Congress voted
funding and the Army Corps of Engineers took on
the project in 1910-11 that a coﬀerdam was sunk
and pumped out and the Maine “raised”, so to
speak. She was thoroughly examined, partially
repaired, towed out to sea and oﬃcially scuttled
with appropriate Naval ceremonies. Softcover.
4.75”x5.75”, 12 pages. Minor wear, light soil.
[44283] $275

33. [Sample-Minded] Three 1840s-50s
Stewart & MacDonald Lace Sample Books.
Founded in 1826, Stewart & MacDonald were
one of the great textile and fashion enterprises
of 19th century Scotland. These three books
include samples of white and black laces in a
variety of styles, both for use in fashion and for
tablecloths and related articles. The laces are set
against blue and yellow backgrounds and the
albums themselves are quite lovely. 3 Sample
books. 8”x12” and 7”x12.5”. Two with blue
coated page stock, 20 pages each, with lace
samples tipped in. Not all pages ever had
samples, and some samples were removed at
some point. The third album opens accordionstyle to show the laces against a yellow ground
trimmed with gold and framed in white on
twelve pages. Again, a few samples were
removed at some point. Covers with wear and
soil. [44273] $1,200

34. [Sample Minded Deux] 1840s Gingham
Sample Book with 18 Woven Cloth
Samples. A wonderful small sample book of
18 gingham samples, most separated by a
sheet of thin plain paper. No text or markings
except for the inked note “H.G. & Co. #331 on
the cover, which features a coastal shipping
scene with a steam packet of a type in use in
the 1830s and 40s, a period that also matches
the binding. Card covers. 8.5”x5.25”, 18
samples plus interleave pages. Covers worn
and soiled, spine rubbed, samples with some
light threading along the edge but otherwise
clean and nice. [44274] $850

35. [Sign of the Times] Catalogue of Spanjer Bros. - Manufacturers of Wood Material Signs - Wood Letters - Sign
Boards, Scrolls, Ornaments, Etc. Not dated, but probably 1920s. An array not only of sign letters, but of sign boards,
letters for casting in concrete and metal, examples of carved signs, scrolls and symbols for signs, lettering for delivery trucks,
cars and hearses, wire signs and giant signs for buildings, transparent lit signs, signs lit by lamps, and the latest fashionprismatic glass for illuminated signs. Softcover. 10”x7”, 96 pages, black & white illustrations. Covers worn, pages with some
soil and wear. [44264] $175

36. [These Boots Were Made for Walking] Two Victorian Chromo Die
Cut Shoe Trade Cards. A handsome pair of diecut trade cards for A.
Priesmeyer Shoes, “Ladies Shoes and Young America School Shoes - The
best value for the money that you can buy - Nothing cheap or shoddy”.
Now there’s a stirring slogan. Die cuts. About 5”x5.5”. One with light
wear, a little soil, corner crease; the other with half a dozen creases and
wear. [44035] $40

37. [Toothyness] New Orleans 1875 Dental Surgeon Operation &
Price List. “Terms, Etc. for Operations on the Teeth, performed by
Charles E. Kells, D.D.S. and M. Viet, D.D.S.”, of New Orleans. An
interesting handbill listing and pricing a fairly comprehensive selection of
everything a dental surgeon could do to your teeth in 1875. The patient in
question appears to have had gold fillings inserted. Handbill. 6”x9.5”,
folds, minor soil. [44280] $65

38. [Wave Those Flags!] 1880s De Grauw, Aymar & Co. New York Flag &
Marine Ensign Dealer Trade Card. A striking card for the De Grauw, Aymar &
Co. of New York, “Flags, American Ensigns, Jacks, Signals, Burgess, Etc., Every
Description of best Quality”. The company operated for much of the 19th century
and well into the 20th century under a variety of name variations, and also sold
maritime supplies. Card. 3”x4.5”. Minor wear, light soil. [44209] $125

39. [Wave More Flags!] American Flag Company. Catalogue No. 16.
New York, not dated, but around 1910. A grand catalog of just about every type of flag and
pennant and piece of cloth you can fly from a stick imaginable, from countries, fraternal
organizations and societies around the world, as well as bunting, decorations, poles & staﬀs,
and much more. Softcover. 5.5”x8.5”, 158 pages, color illustrations. Minor soil, light wear.
[44269] $395

40. [Wow!] Six Unusual Gouache Fashion
Designs for Neo-Retro Japanese Fashion.
An odd and unusual set indeed, exceptionally
original and beautifully executed. Unsigned, and not
dated, but these seem distinctly 1980s to me.
Six pieces. Fine. [44314] $850

That’s All Folks!

